
REF. TAR17613

€2,650,000 House / Villa - For sale
Beautiful designer seafront house in L’Amettla de Mar
Spain »  Tarragona »  Tarragona City »  43860

5
Bedrooms  

5
Bathrooms  

579m²
Floorplan  

2,910m²
Plot size

+34 977 13 98 98 tarragona@lucasfox.es lucasfox.com Rambla Vella 6, Tarragona, Spain
Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing

https://www.lucasfox.com
mailto:tarragona@lucasfox.es
https://www.lucasfox.com


OVERVIEW

A fascinating seaside house with a strong rural sensibility,
somehow combining the warm welcome and comforts of a
cosy masia with the features and smart design of a 21st
Century luxury villa.

Nestling in lush gardens overlooking the glittering Mediterranean near Tarragona,
this architectural wonder combines a fascinating design with exceptional comfort to
create a perfect family home by the sea.

The house is seamlessly integrated into its gardens, with natural wood tones that
echo the many mature trees, palms and wisterias that are woven into the fabric of
the design.

It is divided into two modules, connected by a covered porch that blurs the lines
between inside and out and encourages maximum engagement with the perfect
Mediterranean climate and lifestyle.

The huge open living area overlooks one of the many terraces and the lovely pool,
framed by the endless background of the gardens as they gently descend to the
coastal path and the blue horizon. There are endless corners to relax in the sun or
shade, as well as entertain and enjoy al fresco dining.

Inside, warm natural colours soften the clean modern lines to create a welcoming
rural ambience with ultra modern fixtures and finishes. Generous living spaces, large
windows and shutters give you control of the natural light that floods every corner.

The first module is for living, and has a fantastic suite above with a terrace and views
across the sea. The second module has the kitchen and dining area plus the other
bedrooms. There is parking for two cars to the rear.

Access to the sea is of course simple, and the house also has its own mooring in the
nearby Port Marina Sant Jordi.

lucasfox.com/go/tar17613

Sea views, Terrace, Swimming pool, Garden,
Private garage, High ceilings, Parking,
Walk-in wardrobe, Views, Utility room,
Storage room, Heating, Fireplace,
Chill out area, Built-in wardrobes,
Barbecue, Balcony, Alarm
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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	A fascinating seaside house with a strong rural sensibility, somehow combining the warm welcome and comforts of a cosy masia with the features and smart design of a 21st Century luxury villa.

